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We developed these design features from: 1) a review of embedded research literature; 
2) gathering documents from embedded research initiatives in health settings across the UK; 
3) interviews with embedded researchers and initiative leaders.
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Intended Outcomes
• Types and scale of knowledge
• Capability and capacity
• Reputational benefits

Scale
• Scale of work
• Team size and composition
• Timescale

Functional Activities
• Purpose and focus of activities
• Range and scope of activities
• Training and support for activities

Researcher Skills & Expertise
• Methodological skills & expertise
• Topic skills & expertise
• Interpersonal skills & expertise

Relational Role
• Level of interdependence
• Relational stance
• Type of researcher input

Learning mechanisms
• Performance monitoring
• Formal evaluation
• Informal learning and reflection.

The design features of Embedded Research Initiatives

Power Dynamics
• Aspects of control
• Types of contribution
• Intended beneficiaries
• Intended effect on roles and relationships

Involvement
• Who to involve
• Scale and location of involvement
• Type of involvement
• Involvement mechanisms

Proximity
• Location of researcher
• Intensity of contact
• Visibility of researcher

Belonging
• Boundary management
• Contractual arrangements
• Informal arrangements
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There is growing interest in embedding researchers in non-academic settings where their research-based knowledge and skills are likely to be useful. 
While this seems a promising way of helping organisations to generate practical and useful knowledge, there are many design choices which need to be 
made. We present a practical tool which highlights the areas to consider when designing or implementing an embedded research initiative.




